Conservation agencies entrusted with recovery of iconic mammals may '# exaggerate population trends without adequate scientific evidence. Recently, (# such populations were termed as 'political populations' in the conservation )# literature. We surmise that political populations emerge when agencies are *# pressured to report abundances at large spatial scales for species that are +# difficult to survey. Indian tiger conservation agencies use an experimental ,# approach called double-sampling using index-calibration models.
arise from poorly framed monitoring questions, inadequate sampling designs (%# or from extraneous social considerations such as 'motivated reasoning' (&# (Kunda 1990) . In this essay, we attempt to disentangle these factors based ('# on official reports of monitoring wild tigers (Panthera tigris) in India, also ((# suspected to be a political population by Darimont et al. (2018) .
The tiger is an ideal 'political species' for such an investigation because of the (+# global attention and massive conservation investments it has attracted (PTI (,# 2016) . In this article, we first contrast official results of Indian tiger surveys )-# with ecological theory and prior scientific knowledge of tiger population )$# dynamics. Thereafter, we examine the underlying statistical factors leading to )%# the scientific inferences from these surveys. Finally, we broaden implications )&# of our results to political populations of other charismatic species. contrast to the general mechanism of a monotonically increasing, but ,'# concaving downward, relationship based on basic scientific literature (see , (# Gaston et al. 2000) . ,)# ,*# Furthermore, long-term studies of tiger population dynamics using rigorous ,+# photographic capture-recapture surveys even in some better-protected tiger ,,# reserves of India (Karanth et al. 2006) surveys discussed in Gopalaswamy et al. (2015a,b) . We elaborate on certain $**# empirical details that were implicitly assumed in Gopalaswamy et al. (2015a,b) $*+# to contextualize the concepts for conservationists. $*,# $+-# This result clearly shows that sample sizes in both experiments (IC1=21 sites %%-# and IC2=8 sites) were far too small to accurately reflect the population %%$# characteristics. Secondly, the sampled sites selected non-randomly were not %%%# truly representative of the assumed larger pool of >400 sites because they %%&# both failed converge on the correct population estimate of average p*. This %%'# implies that both these index-calibration models have poor predictive power %%(# !"# ## $-# across the wider spatial region of interest. Furthermore, in IC1, the 21 sites %%)# selectively excluded southwestern Indian region (see Jhala et al. 2011a,b) . As %%*# seen earlier, the presence of large SOD makes index-calibration models very %%+# data-hungry, and any such selective, and potentially biased, sub-sampling of %%,# sites will compound the predictive inefficiency of these models. %&-# %&$#
(iii) Factors likely to influence the potentially large variation in p* %&%#
We note that the tiger sign index-calibration models assume k is a constant %&&# and is equal to 1. In reality, k will be a function of the number of index values %&'# accumulated during the days prior to sampling and hence the constant k %&(# assumption may itself be unreal. For example, in drier forests (that cover %&)# about 50% of tiger habitats in India), tiger scats may remain intact for days %&*# prior to the counting, whereas they disappear rapidly in wetter regions. %&+# Although, Gopalaswamy et al. (2015a,b) did not derive explicit expressions for %&,# such variations in k, by assuming k is a constant, such an assumption will %'-# further, unrealistically, imply that the slope of ! is entirely due to the variation %'$# in p*. We also note that p*="p. In this context, p refers to the detection %'%# probability of an individual tiger and its magnitude being determined primarily %'&# by the type of substrate (see Figure 3 ). Similarly, " represents the total %''# fraction trails sampled. For example, in a photographic capture-recapture %'(# study, Karanth et al. (2004) demonstrated that detection probability p* was %')# much higher for tigers in the denser forests of Tadoba (0.174) and Bhadra %'*# Ghats and Western Ghats, respectively. We note here that the definition of %++# beta in these reports will differ from our definition of " earlier in that beta is %+,# meant to represent the rate of change of animal density for a unit increase in %,-# the signs detected. However, our purpose is to investigate SOD and %,$# parameter covariation and these estimates of beta serve that purpose well %,%# We note with some concern that in spite of the presence of a body of scientific &)(# Of even greater concern is the fact that index- We therefore stress the importance of structuring a sound monitoring program ''+# in species conservation initiatives (Nichols and Williams 2006, Karanth and '',# Nichols 2017) . While claims about population increases or decreases may '(-# meet the goal of increasing public support and assist in raising more funds for '($# conservation, we argue that this line of reasoning can be hugely detrimental to '(%# species conservation. First, such an approach will tend to benefit the most '(&# advertised conservation strategy as opposed to the most effective one. '('# Consequently, those invested in solving on-ground conservation or scientific '((# problems could potentially be pressured into investing time and effort in '()# marketing and outreach. Second, monitoring programs that do not truly '(*# advance scientific knowledge will undermine the entire discipline of field '(+# ecology itself. For example, with respect to our above example with tigers, '(,# the unexplainable concave upward relationship of tiger occupancy-abundance ')-# dynamics (Figure 1) or the inexplicable accelerated growth rate of tiger ')$# populations only raises more unsolvable ecological questions rather than ')%# providing good answers. ')&#
')'#
We argue that when conservationists fail to keep pace with novel scientific ')(# methodologies, any claimed estimate will prima facie be non-robust. If '))# The binomial and beta-binomial index-calibration models '"
As in Gopalaswamy et al. (2015a,b) , we define N as the true animal (" abundance at a site and S as the corresponding index of abundance )" measured at the site. We assume N is known noting that Gopalaswamy et *" al. (2015a,b) did not require this simplifying assumption. We assume that a !+" experiment variation in counts at this site (with N=20) is described by #!"
Var(S|N)=kNp*(1-p*)=6(1-0.1)=5.4. ##"
In the above example, we have assumed detection probability p* to be #$"
unvarying. In reality, there are many sources that can induce variation in #%" p* either temporarily or spatially. To account for such variation, #&"
The strength of an index-calibration experiment can be assessed either &#" from graphical visual assessments or using formal statistical measures. &$" Gopalaswamy et al. (2015a,b) used the coefficient of determination R 2 (a &%" goodness-of-fit measure commonly used in the applied sciences) to &&" assess predictive strengths index calibrations under both the binomial &'" model and beta-binomial models. They showed that strong predictive &(" relationships (R 2 is close to 1) are obtained when detection probability p* &)"
is high as well as unvarying. In our simulated experiments, the estimated &*" index-calibration data points) is infinite or very large. In practice, this is (+" unrealistic because only a few data points are usually selected for fitting (!" the index-calibration model. But it is essential that the selection of data (#" points should at least representatively retain the same slope and 'flash-($" light' like SOD shown in Figures 1a, 1b and 1c . Only with such random site (%" selection can an investigator ensure that model predictions from sampled (&" points can be extended to generate abundance estimates to larger spatial ('" scales using the double-sampling approach. Therefore, the assumption ((" that the sites sampled do representatively capture the overdispersion ()" pattern in this manner becomes critical to extend inferences about animal (*" abundance to wider areas. )+" )!"
(ii) Deconstructing the detection probability p* )#"
The detection probability p* defined here is actually the product of two )$" probabilities: " and p, so that p*="p, where " is the proportion of the area )%" within each site that is actually sampled, and p is the probability that an )&" animal within the sampled area in that site is detected during the survey )'" (Williams et al. (2002) ). Hence, variation in either " or p will inevitably )(" induce variation in p* (Elliot and Gopalaswamy (2017) , Karanth and ))"
Nichols (2017)). )*" *+"
(c) Data analytic concepts *!"
Fitting index-calibration models using overdispersed data *#" Ideally these index-calibration models confronting overdispersed data *$" should be defined by likelihood functions for specific data-generating *%" cases (binomial or beta-binomial) (see Richards 2008) . However, animal *&" monitoring studies often apply standard linear regression models using *'" ordinary least square (OLS) solutions prescribed in standard textbooks *(" (e.g. Sutherland 2006) . There is an inherent problem in doing this, as we *)" illustrate in Figure 3 . For p*=0.5, the expected value of S|N is indicated by **" a solid dark green line. Let us assume that the average p* comes from an !++" underlying beta distribution, with a coefficient of variation = 0.4. In sign-!+!" based indices, k may be unknown and there is an inherent identifiability !+#" issue between k and p*. So, we assume that the number of sampling !+$" occasions k is fixed and set to 1 (see Gopalaswamy et al. (2015a,b) for the !+%" limiting case when k =#). The circles, distributed around this line, !+&" represent one simulated outcome from a set of 20 imaginary data points.
!+'"
When a standard linear regression analysis is conducted on data to relate !+(" the variables S|N and N, an imaginary straight line is constructed (the solid !+)" orange line) through the data points. Visually, the placement of this line !+*" involves finding an alignment, which will minimize the least distance !!+" between each data point and the line. This is called the OLS solution ! !!" (Casella and Berger 1990) . We can use this fitted line to draw inferences !!#" about the regression parameters (the slope and intercept) of the linear !!$" relationship between S|N and N. We conducted such a standard linear !!%" regression analysis by OLS on our simulated set of data points and plotted !!&" the regression line (in solid orange) along with its associated confidence !!'" intervals (in dashed orange). !!("
We notice here (Figure 2 ) that while the index S tracks the variation in N !!*" reasonably well, the absolute variation in S|N itself is quite large, !#+" especially when N increases. For this particular simulation, the OLS !#!" solution leads to an overestimation of the slope by a substantial degree !##" (45.4%). If this fitted regression line were to be used for making !#$" predictions of animal abundance over large scales, seriously biased !#%" estimates would result. What is worse is that the direction and magnitude !#&" of the bias depends on the true value of N. Further, we note that the !#'" estimated 95% confidence intervals do not even bind the true expected !#(" value (dark green line) in many regions of the graph. Where does this !#)"
inconsistency come from? The answer is found in statistical theory !#*" (Kruskal 1968 ). It turns out that OLS fits are inefficient in the presence of !$+" overdispersion -in our simulated case due to the presence and variation There is an additional problem affecting the index-calibration method.
!%!"
Often, an inherent covariance can exist between model parameters. The !%#" binomial model is denoted as: E(S|N)=kN"p=(k"p)N=!N. Here, we notice !%$" that there are three sampling-related parameters, k, " and p, and one !%%" ecological parameter, N. In practice, if there are underlying ecological or !%&" sampling relationships among some of these parameters, the index-!%'" calibration relationship will take a non-linear form. In such cases, linear !%(" regression models are no longer applicable and their predictions from !%)"
index calibration data will further be at fault. models. The number of sampling occasions is fixed at k=3. We show that the #+#" estimated R 2 value drops from (a) to (b) when a coefficient of variation of 0.4 #+$" is applied to the average detection probability parameter p* (set at 0.1 for both #+%" cases). Similarly, the R 2 value increases from (b) to (c) when the average #+&" detection probability parameter p* increases from 0.1 to 0.2. The red lines #+'" depict the expected index-calibration relationship, E(S|N)=kNp* for the #+(" 
